The word Essay means an attempt. So an essay must always be the attempt of the writer to express his own thoughts, ideas, and feelings. The students must never forget that his essay must be an expression of his own minds. What the lyric is to poetry that the essay is in prose. In its own way, an essay is as much a work of art as a picture is. Like a picture, it must have unity of design, the proportion of parts and consistency of coloring. If it does not possess the character of artistic unity, it is not a true essay.

The language of these essays is very simple and easy to understand. There are different types of essays topics for the nursery, kg classes, primary, middle, secondary, high, inter and bachelor and school-level examinations. For the students of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th classes, we have short essays and for 6th, 7th, 8th-grade students we have comprehensive essays. Further informative argumentative essay topics are present here for 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th students. College students can also get persuasive, narrative and interesting ideas for preparations of their exams.
The writing of an essay in English is one of the most difficult tasks for Pakistani student to undertake. Our problem is how to translate our thoughts and feelings into correct and living English. Most students complain that they have no material for a topic. Some are shy, while others approach their teacher for guidance. The only guidance that a teacher can give his student is that he should read, search, think and practice writing. Also sometimes students feel that there is nothing to say about a subject and this is attributed to lack of experience and general reading. Therefore, if one

Moreover, Higher Secondary, Intermediate, and O’ level (FSc. F.A and ICS) generally known as the first and second-year also avail the best, excellent and unique essays for students who wants a real and helpful content for their research and work.

**Essays Topics**

- Educational & Students Related
- Social Issues & Awareness
- Science & Technology Essays
- Autobiographical Essays
- Moral, Quotational & Ethical
- Occasions & Events Essays
- Environmental Issues
- Religious & Festivals Essays
- Essays about Islam
- Essays about Pakistan
- Personals & Experiences
- Journeys & Travel Essays
- Essays on Pets & Animals
- Games & Sports Essays
- Economic Essays
- History Essays
- About World & Political Issues
- About Health & Fitness
- Relationships
- Narrative & Descriptive
- Miscellaneous

The writing of an essay in English is one of the most difficult tasks for Pakistani student to undertake. Our problem is how to translate our thoughts and feelings into correct and living English. Most students complain that they have no material for a topic. Some are shy, while others approach their teacher for guidance. The only guidance that a teacher can give his student is that he should read, search, think and practice writing. Also sometimes students feel that there is nothing to say about a subject and this is attributed to lack of experience and general reading. Therefore, if one
wants to write a good essay, one must acquire the habit of reading. As all knowledge does not come from books, we should observe and learn much from life around us. We can also improve the skill of writing essays by conversing with others.

Hence we should discuss subjects that interest us, with our friends and listen to people’s conversation and should make them talk to us about the things they know.

1: Educational & Students Related Essays
My First Day at School
My First Day at College
My Hobby is Reading
Gardening as my Hobby
Newspaper Reading
Magazines
A College Trip
The College Life
My Last Day at College
My Ambition in Life
Social Evils
The Hostel Life
Careers for Women
The Choice of a Vocation
Our College
Library and its Uses
Unemployment
Students and Politics
Indiscipline in Our Colleges
Unrest Among Students
Scientific Education
Vocational Education
Industrial Education
Universal Education
Technical Education
My Favourite Novel
My Favourite Magazine
My Favourite Newspaper
My Favorite Game
My Ideal Teacher
My Favourite Book (The Holy Quran)
My Favourite Subject (Urdu)
My Favourite Subjects
2: Social Issues & Awareness Essays
Drugs and their Dangers
The Role of Films
The Role of the Press
Role of Women in Society
The Role of the Radio and Television
Role of Electronic Media
Women’s Contribution to Society
Corruption
Compulsory Military Training
Wasteful Expenditure on Ceremonies
The Power Crisis & How to Resolve
The Causes of Poverty
Child Labour
Religious Extremism
Suicide Bombing, its Causes & Cures
Human Rights Violations
The Disadvantages of Illiteracy
The Influence of Films
A Motor Accident
Begging
Some Popular Superstitions
Uneducated Mothers
Transport Problems in a Big City
Rising Prices or Inflation
The Use of Drugs or Narcotics
Smuggling
Terrorism in World
Social Service in Villages
Indiscipline Among Students
The Evils of Dowry
Corruption or Bribery
Social Evils
Co-education System
A National Evil
Terrorism
Nuclear Energy Boon or Bane
Rising Prices & Common Man
Smoking is Bad for Health
Unemployment, its Causes & Solutions
Overpopulation Causes, Effects & Solutions
National Unity & its Importance
Children Social Issues
Computers a Boon or Bane
Target Killing
Our Main Social Problems
Terrorism & Suicide Bombing
Women place in society
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3: Science & Technology Essays
4: Autobiographical Essays

- Autobiography of a Hundred-Rupee Note
- The Autobiography of an Old Shoe
- The Autobiography of a Library Book
- Life of the Hospital Doctor
- Life of the Farmer
- Life of the Bus Conductor
- Life of the Factory Worker
- Life of the Policeman
- Life of the Postman
- Quaid-e-Azam (Muhammad Ali Jinnah)

5: Moral, Quotational & Ethical Essays
Patriotism
Idealism
The character is Destiny (Fate)
Hopefulness (Optimism)
Courage
The Pleasures of Music
Good and Bad Manners
Importance of Discipline
Love of the Country
Health is Wealth
An Ideal House
An Ideal Social Worker
An Ideal College
An Ideal Student
An Ideal Citizen
My Ideal Character in History
Discipline
Work is Worship
Travelling is Pleasurable
Importance of Education

6: Occasions & Events Essays
A Picnic Party
A Memorable Function
A Funfair
A Cricket Match
A Visit to the Museum
A Visit to the Zoo
A Visit to a Factory
A Visit to Badshahi Mosque
A Visit to a Historical Place
A Visit to an Industrial Exhibition
A Visit to a Hospital
A Visit to Murree
A Visit to a Village
A Visit to a Jahangir Tomb
A Funny Incident
An Accident You Have Witnessed
A Picnic with Friends
The Rainy Season
The Summer Season
A River in Flood
A Rainy Day
A Village Fair
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7: Environmental Issues & Awareness Essays
Global Warming
Natural Disasters
The Value of Public Parks
Causes & Effects of Flood
The Beauty of Nature
Life in a Big City
Country (Village) Life vs City Life
Atmospheric Pollution
Environmental Pollution
Importance of Trees in our Life
Importance of Tree Plantation
Environmental Pollution is a cause for concern
City Life vs Village Life

8: Religious & Festivals Essays

9: Essays about Islam

Terrorism and Jihad (Holy War)
The Hajj (Holy Pilgrimage)
Importance of Muslim Unity
Interest-Free Banking in Islam
The Main Islamic Festivals
Zakat and Ushr in Islam
The Muslims Backwardness
The Islamic Ideology

10: Essays about Pakistan
11: Personals & Experiences Essays
My Aims in Life
My Life
Hobbies or Pastimes
My Hobby is Gardening
What I do not Like in Life
The Person I Dislike Most
The Person I Like Most
The Book I Like the Most
If I were born again
An Interesting Incident of My Childhood
An Unforgettable Character
My Ambition in Life is to become an Engineer
My Aim in Life to Become a Pilot
My Future Ambitions
The Scene Outside a Polling Station
My Favourite TV Programme
Essay on My Good Friend
A Sad Day in My Life
A Dreadful Dream
A Pleasant Dream
My Dreams and Fears
The Most Interesting Experience
A Walk in the Moonlight
My First Visit to a Big City
Why I Love Pakistan
If I Were a Billionaire
If I Were the Minister of Education
If I Were the Principal
My Favourite Movie
My Favorite Poet
My Favourite Personality (M Ali Jinnah)
Happiest day of my life
Profession I wish to Enter or Adopt
Memorable Experience in College Life
My College
My Idea of a Happy Life
Hostel Life is the Best Life
Hostel Life Memories

12: Journeys & Travel Essays
- A Journey by Bus
- The Scene at a Railway Station
- A Memorable Journey by Train

13: Essays on Pets & Animals

14: Games & Sports Essays
- The Olympic Games
- The Uses and Value of Games
- A Football Match
- A Hockey Match
- The Importance of Games and Sports

15: Economic Essays
16: History Essays

The Importance of History

17: Essays about World & Political Issues
20: Narrative & Descriptive Essays

21: Miscellaneous Essays

- My House
- The Sciences and the Arts
- My Neighbours
- My Best Friend
- My Home Town
- The Uses of Newspapers
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